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Orthopedic Group Increases Patient 
Load, Without Increasing Staff

Alpine Orthopedics & Sports Medicine

Location: Bozeman, Montana

Specialty: Orthopedics

Physicians: 3

Locations: 1 

ChartLogic User Since: 2012

Since 1997 the physicians of Alpine have helped thousands of patients with
orthopedic injuries and problems so they can better enjoy life in the incredible
area of Bozeman, Montana. Alpine has an entire team dedicated to every
aspect of their patient’s care. They are the only group of all- board certified 
and sub-specialty fellowship-trained physicians in the region. The team sees 
20-40 patients per day per doctor and the doctors spend 2 days a week in 
clinic and 2 days a week in surgery at the local hospital.

Alpine switched from paper charts to ChartLogic EHR in 2012 in order to attest 
for Meaningful Use. The practice attested in 2012, 2013, 2014, and is claiming 
exemption hardship for 2015. “Since implementing ChartLogic, Alpine has
increased the number of patients we are able to see and increased patient 
load, without having to increase staff,” says Director of Operations, Katie
Robertson. One of the reasons Alpine chose ChartLogic was because of the 
ability to customize the system. Along with the customization, the doctors 
chose ChartLogic because “it is a system even a small clinic can use but it has 
a big clinic feel,” says Robertson.
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The main hospital in the Bozeman area recently made a big switch with their EHR. “The nearby hospital just left NextGen and 
Meditech to go to Epic. This transition allowed us to look at other EHR systems and compare them to ChartLogic. We then 
realized how much more we liked ChartLogic and how easy it is to use and customize,” says Robertson. Robertson shares how 
simple it is to customize everything from templates to indexes and scan items into the software, “I think having the flexibility is 
great and helps a lot; everyone in our practice enjoys the available customization.” Other systems often have a lot of windows 
and boxes to click through, with ChartLogic charting is seamless and one continuous process while staying on one screen.

“For us being a smaller clinic, ChartLogic was feasible price wise and a good option for people who can’t afford a more
expensive system like NextGen or Epic,” says Robertson. When compared to the hospital’s Epic EHR, Alpine Orthopedics says, 
“ChartLogic gets the win!”

Compared to Epic and NextGen, ChartLogic Wins

“After comparing other EHR
systems, we realized how 
much more we like ChartLogic 
and how easy it is.”
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